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The U.S. Department of Defense Has 
Been Engaged in Biowarfare Against 
the American People This Entire Time 

BY POLITICAL MOONSHINE ON JANUARY 5, 2023 
-05 Jan 23- 

 

 
 
On 06 May 20, I said something that as far as I know, no one else in the country was 
saying. The statement was predicated on a volume of analysis and work into COVID-19 
as a construct of enterprise fraud that was underpinned by broad and deep analysis 
of the geopolitical landscape. The aggregate of that work was further developed by 
extensive examination of Chinese doctrine. 
 
What’s peculiar about Chinese doctrine is its clear doctrinal objectives to supplant the 
U.S. as the preeminent global super power. What’s even more peculiar is that Chinese 
war doctrine holds bio-warfare as its clear and stated priority and number one 
designated warfare vector. 
 
These facts were compounded and aggravated by  
 
1-the evidence that after internal whistleblowers sounded the alarm, the U.S. exported 
its controversial gain of function work with dual-use pathogens beginning in 2014,  
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2-Anthony Fauci and the NAIAD were found to have funded the bio-weaponization of 
SARS-CoV-2 at The Wuhan Institute of Virology,  
 
3-Fauci, et al funneled the U.S. funding through Peter Daszak and the EcoHelath 
Alliance,  
 
4-the “pandemic,” which emerged during the most politically contentious time in recent 
history, originated in China,  
 
5-China [and Ukraine] were Joe Biden’s two epicenters of corruption and crime, and  
 
6-both Fauci and Biden were on record somehow predicting the pandemic outbreak with 
remarkable clarity and precision. It became patently obvious that this country and 
its people were being subjected to outright bio-warfare. 
 
That’s all very old Moonshine and it’s by far an incomplete list, by the way. 
 
It gets worse, though. 
 
Far worse. We’ll get to those details momentarily. 
 
Not to be outdone by the prognosticating abilities of Fauci and Biden to predict a 
“pandemic,” here’s the statement I made on 06 May 20 at the same time about 
everyone else in the country was still trying to figure-out what COVID-19 actually was, 
which is anything but a “pandemic.” Before getting to it, consider the “news” headlines 
at the time I made the statement and you can see for yourself that no one was saying 
what I said; far from it: 
 

1. FOX: Today on Fox News: May 6, 2020 
2. New York Post: May 6, 2020 
3. Today: TODAY’s Headlines: May 6, 2020 
4. ABC: The Rundown: Top headlines today: May 6, 2020 

 
Here’s the 06 May 20 statement which comes from my article “Making the Case for 
Treason”: 
 
President Trump was placed into a trap by his political enemies and it ravaged the 
country; and all because criminal infiltrators are trying to steal back their ‘stolen’ 
possession. You don’t need me to tell you the consequences – you’ve been living them 
and consider yourself fortunate because they killed others, but not as many as they 
want you to believe. 
 
Had Mr. Trump resisted his compulsory experts initially, he would have been removed 
with the 25th Amendment and the world as you know it would have ended FOREVER. If 
he deferred and played it to the letter of the law, which he has, they would seek to 
wreck everything he accomplished, which they did, and it almost worked; right up until 

https://www.foxnews.com/media/today-on-fox-news-may-6-2020
https://nypost.com/2020/05/06/
https://www.today.com/video/today-s-headlines-may-6-2020-83078725748
https://abcnews.go.com/US/video/rundown-top-headlines-today-2020-70546627
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they got caught. [*Noting that this was prior to the theft of 2020 and expecting that 
Trump would remedy the treason and remain in office rather than abdicating to Biden.] 
 
The adverse forces that Mr. Trump has been able to withstand at the same time 
he worked to rebuild a broken and corrupt country presents a remarkable 
scenario; truly remarkable and historically worthy. 
 
What people don’t understand; however, is that in so doing, he keenly managed 
an act of war without firing a single shot; and he did that against our chief 
economic, military and political rival. Domestic enemy combatants conspiring 
with foreign nations to import highly virulent bio-weapons of mass destruction 
into America for the express purpose of removing a sitting President and 
overthrowing the US government is most certainly an act of war. Thinking 
otherwise is again naive. Beware of China recognizing this and attempting to flip 
the script by rattling the war sabres. It’s already happening. 
 
Political Moonshine on 06 May 20 
Moving forward from that statement, I condensed it to routinely state a version of 
this: Since no later than October 2019, we’ve been embroiled in an asymmetrical, 
irregular and undeclared war with China along China’s doctrinal and preferred 
warfare vector, bio warfare. 
 
Where the early May 2020 analysis was off the mark was in the assumption that Mr. 
Trump would remedy the election fraud that I accurately projected before it occurred; 
along with the outright and abject treason enmeshed in it, rather than abdicating the 
Executive to an illegitimate president and Chinese proxy in Joe Biden. 
 
Boy, did I get that wrong. And boy, are we ever paying the price for those circumstances 
now. 
 
Another aspect of errant analysis that I’ve been discussing for some time in corrected 
form is found in the aftermath of the stolen 2020 election and respective to the U.S. 
military. For a while I maintained that the U.S. Military was the saving grace; the 
impartial and forceful body with a sworn oath to uphold the U.S. Constitution and protect 
us from all enemies foreign and domestic. 
 
After all, that was the evidenced position in which America found itself and I couldn’t 
imagine the U.S. military standing down to Chinese infiltration and bio warfare. Lest we 
forget that the U.S. military falls under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Defense 
as led by a dreadful Joint Chiefs of Staff and the detestable and despicable Mark Milley. 
 
It’s the Department of Defense that accounts for where matters get worse; considerably 
worse. 
 
The DoD didn’t just stand down according to new evidence; rather it played an active 
role engaging in bio-warfare against the American people. 
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That evidence arrives in two sources: 
 

1. The Brownstone Institute: Did National Security Imperatives Compromise 
COVID-19 Vaccine Safety?  

2. The Armed Forces Press: BREAKING: DOD CONTROLLED COVID 
‘VACCINES’ FROM THE START UNDER NATIONAL SECURITY PROGRAM – 
LIED THE ENTIRE TIME – Were NEVER ‘Safe and Effective’ 

 
Before getting into the details of our two sources, recall that the Biden’s tie to COVID-19 
in several evidenced ways that include the Biden family’s private equity deals in China 
[CEFC China Energy Company, for one] and Metabiota, which is the linkage to U.S. 
Department of Defense bio-labs in Ukraine that are engaged in bio-warfare/gain of 
function work; and which are imperative for full comprehension of the fabricated war in 
Ukraine right now. I’ve covered all of this in hundreds and hundreds of pages of work. 
 
The other obvious linkage here is evidenced presence of U.S. Department of Defense 
bio labs in Ukraine. 
 
In short and quite literally, the key here is understanding that everything from “Russian 
collusion,” two special counsels, two fraudulent impeachments, a fraudulent “pandemic,” 
a stolen 2020 election, a sitting U.S. president removed, two entrapment operations 
[January 6th and the Mar-a-Lago raid], a proxy war in Ukraine and more are all 
interrelated. Each one is a piece to a singular puzzle and where each piece must be 
understood individually so as to give proper meaning to the completed puzzle as a 
whole. The work at Moonshine provides that meaning in ways you won’t find almost 
anywhere else. 
 
We introduce a third source from Dr. Naomi Wolf’s Daily Clout to set the table and 
where it’s left for your independent consumption: CDC Finally Released Its VAERS 
Safety Monitoring Analyses for COVID Vaccines via FOIA. 

 
The point of the Daily Clout piece rests on the evidence of the harms, damages and 
deaths resulting from mRNA “vaccines” and that underpins a primary Moonshine 
premise: beyond removing Trump from office, the fraudulent “pandemic” served the 
primary purpose of coercing, hoodwinking and forcing Americans into receiving a 
vaccine they didn’t need. 
 
Another way to say that is bio-warfare against Americans. Enter the U.S. Department of 
Defense. 
 
From the Brownstone Institute [emphasis added]: 
The U.S. Department of Defense (U.S. DoD) has had a dominant role in the response to 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus and in the development, and distribution of the Covid 19 
vaccines, a fact hidden from the general public. In those processes many standard 

https://brownstone.org/articles/did-national-security-imperatives-compromise-covid-19-vaccine-safety/
https://brownstone.org/articles/did-national-security-imperatives-compromise-covid-19-vaccine-safety/
https://armedforces.press/2023/01/05/breaking-dod-controlled-covid-vaccines-from-the-start-under-national-security-program-lied-the-entire-time-were-never-safe-and-effective/
https://armedforces.press/2023/01/05/breaking-dod-controlled-covid-vaccines-from-the-start-under-national-security-program-lied-the-entire-time-were-never-safe-and-effective/
https://armedforces.press/2023/01/05/breaking-dod-controlled-covid-vaccines-from-the-start-under-national-security-program-lied-the-entire-time-were-never-safe-and-effective/
https://politicalmoonshine.com/war-famine-and-disease/
https://dailyclout.io/cdc-finally-released-its-vaers-safety-monitoring-analyses-for-covid-vaccines-via-foia/
https://dailyclout.io/cdc-finally-released-its-vaers-safety-monitoring-analyses-for-covid-vaccines-via-foia/
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steps and procedures, otherwise required for pharmaceutical products, were omitted or 
circumvented.  
 
Definition of these vaccines as “countermeasures” rather than therapeutic agents 
has permitted their expedited progression to emergency use authorization and 
widespread rollouts. 
 
The Brownstone Institute 
The latter part is critical to understand because the entire premise of the work into 
COVID-19 as a construct of enterprise fraud is that the Emergency Use Authorizations 
are fraudulently predicated by means of leveraging fraudulent data harvested from 
comorbidities and primarily flu, pneumonia, diabetes, heart disease and obesity. 
 
More from the same and importantly [emphasis added], 
 
The development, testing and drug regulatory approval of these novel COVID-19 
gene-based vaccines using messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) technology was 
said to have been done in less than one year, whereas development and approval of 
conventional vaccines normally takes about 10 years. (Seneff and Nigh, 2021). The 
public was told that this was assisted by financial support of vaccine companies by the 
U.S. government under Operation Warp Speed.  
 
The Brownstone Institute 
Again, the impetus to circumvent the testing and trials process was fraudulently 
predicated. 
 
The U.S. Department of Defense bears down on what was actually a national security 
initiative. Consider this [emphasis added]: 
 
Contrary to popular belief that pharmaceutical companies drove the COVID 
vaccine development programs, the U.S. FDA’s website (FDA, 2020) reveals that 
the United States Department of Defense (DoD) has been in full control of the 
Covid Vaccine development program since its beginning. The DoD has been 
responsible for development, manufacturing, clinical trials, quality assurance, 
distribution and administration, since that time (FDA, 2020; Rees and Latypova, 
2022; KEI, 2022; Medical Defense Consortium, 2022; Rees, 2022). The major 
pharmaceutical companies have been involved as “Project Coordination Teams” 
effectively performing as subcontractors to the DoD. The Chief Operating Officer 
for the Warp Speed vaccine program is the US Department of Defense, and the 
Chief Science Advisor is the US Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS).  
 
The Brownstone Institute 
The Brownstone piece revisits longstanding Moonshine positions on the mRNA 
“vaccines” [emphasis added]: 
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The true nature of the COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ has been largely misrepresented by 
mainstream media, big pharmaceutical companies and governments and is poorly 
understood by the population at large. […] 
 
COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ fall into a special class of therapeutic agents under the US FDA 
Office of Cellular, Tissue and Gene Therapies’ defined as “gene therapy products,” 
which involve “introducing a new or modified gene into the body to help treat a disease” 
(FDA, 2018). […] 
 
The FDA and other drug regulatory agencies have specific rules and guidelines to 
direct manufacturers in development and testing of such products, for both 
preclinical (FDA, 2013) and clinical (FDA, 2015) research. However, the FDA did 
not evaluate these COVID-19 “vaccines” according to these gene therapy 
guidelines.   
 
The Brownstone Institute 
Remembering the Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012, what Americans received 
instead was a heavy dose of weapons-grade propaganda to drive the coercing, 
hoodwinking and forcing of the vaccines that weren’t vaccines by any standard, 
medical, legal or patent definition [at least until they changed the definition.] 
 
Reflecting back to Moonshine positions on the unilateral emergency declarations by the 
U.S. Human and Health Services secretary, consider this: 
 
The process moved rapidly using compressed timelines and overlapping stages of 
development towards Emergency Use Authorization (EUA). Scale-up and large volume 
manufacturing was planned in parallel with, instead of before, clinical trials which, again, 
may have contravened accepted codes of Good Manufacturing Practices. These 
approaches were probably a recipe for potential disaster. (Latypova, 2022; Watt and 
Latypova, 2022). 
 
The Brownstone Institute 
Brownstone discusses the legal framework enveloping a whole host of entities 
arduously and copiously discussed at Moonshine [emphasis added]: 
 
Key legislative elements enable the US government to authorize, fund, contract and 
control many DoD research programs, as follows: 
  
1-the Emergency Use Authorization regulations (1997) allow, in cases of emergency, a 
new drug to be made available with less supportive safety and efficacy data than 
normally required for full approval.  
 
2-the Other Transaction Authority regulations (2015) permit contractual transactions that 
are not required to comply with Federal laws and regulations, and 
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3-the Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act (PREP Act 2020) establishes 
limited liability for the companies involved in the contract arrangements with the DoD. 
 
Two U.S. DoD agencies, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) and the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority 
(BARDA), possess considerable resources for research, development and approval for 
various products. They also contract with a large number of companies for such 
functions.  
 
The products of these programs, including the COVID-19 vaccines, are 
sometimes classified as “countermeasures,” “prototypes,” or “demonstrations” 
rather than pharmaceutical products. Those labels permit a product to avoid 
lengthy conventional regulatory, commercial development and testing pathways 
normally required for pharmaceutical products (ICH, 2022) and to proceed to 
Emergency Use Authorization.  
 
The Brownstone Institute 
The piece from the Armed Forces Press reported it this way: 
 
Department of Defense, BARDA, and HHS ordered all Covid countermeasures, 
including “vaccines” as prototype demonstrations of large-scale manufacturing, avoiding 
regulations and transparency under Other Transaction Authority. As prototypes used 
under EUA during PHE, Covid countermeasures, including “vaccines,” need not comply 
with the U.S. laws for manufacturing quality, safety, and labeling. 
 
“The implication is that the U.S.Government authorized and funded the 
deployment of noncompliant biological materials on Americans without clarifying 
their “prototype” legal status, making the materials not subject to normal 
regulatory oversight, all while maintaining a fraudulent pseudo- “regulatory” 
presentation to the public,” said Latypova. 
 
The Armed Forces Press 
 
Moonshine work goes well beyond DARPA and BARDA including but not limited to the 
WHO, UN, CDC, HHS, FDA, NIH, NIAID, NVSS, CDM, USAID, DHS, FEMA, DOD, 
DOJ, ASPR, GAVI, UNITAID, PPD8, Ft. Dietrick, Johns Hopkins and the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation; all of which bear down with varying degrees of importance. 
This article expands on ASPR/Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response and 
PPD8/Presidential Policy Directive, which is the authority for ASPR, and it augments the 
information here well. So does this piece on Ft. Dietrick and this one regarding U.S. bio 
warfare. [The full catalog is over 350 and there are many, many more I could plug in 
here.] 
 
The piece from the Armed Forces Press reports the same premises worded slightly 
differently to further evidence our positions and noting two of the most critical aspects in 

https://politicalmoonshine.com/?s=DARPA&orderby=relevance&order=DESC
https://politicalmoonshine.com/?s=BARDA&orderby=relevance&order=DESC
https://politicalmoonshine.com/2021/11/20/the-enterprise-fraud-construct-of-covid-19-the-criminal-enterprise-presidential-policy-directive-8-and-aspr/
https://politicalmoonshine.com/2021/06/06/faucis-free-fall-fort-detrick-focus-and-full-conspiracy-to-commit-fraud/
https://politicalmoonshine.com/2021/05/27/dangerously-changing-inconvenient-rules/
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all of the Moonshine work: the 13 Mar 20 Public Health Emergency/pandemic 
declaration and the Stafford Act [emphasis added]: 
 
President Trump declared a Public Health Emergency (PHE) on March 13, 2020, 
under the Stafford Act, putting the National Security Council in charge of the 
Covid policy. Covid-19 vaccines are “medical countermeasures” – a grey area of 
products that are not regulated as vaccines or medicines. 
 
“They put the National Security Council in charge and treated it as an act of war,” said 
Latypova. 
 
The Armed Forces Press 
It’s important to remember that it’s the Stafford Act which compels the President to defer 
to his teams of experts when the context of an emergency situation exceeds the scope 
of his competence and where “presidential competence” is the legal parameter. The 
“experts” were the Fauci, Birx, Redfield, Pence, et al Coronavirus Task Force better 
known as the criminal enterprise in the COVID-19 enterprise fraud construct. 
 
The 25th Amendment bears down here as the pretext of its use was already well 
established in the mainstream narrative. Therein, they had Trump trapped. If Trump 
didn’t follow their lead and rebuffed them altogether, he would have most certainly been 
removed by the 25th. Trap set. Trap triggered. 
 
Brownstone hits the nail on the head to sum it up: “In the interest of national security, 
the U.S. DoD took charge of the Covid vaccine funding, development and testing 
from the very start of the perceived threat in early 2020. In the early panic, normal 
prudent quality, safety and efficacy considerations were compromised. Drug 
regulators played, and continue to play, an acquiescent role in approving and 
endorsing these vaccines.” 
 
The reality of the COVID-19 “pandemic” far exceed enterprise fraud where the 
commission of fraud was a mechanism for war and where the war aligns with China’s 
doctrinal and declared priority warfare vector: bio-warfare. 
 
It meant that the American people were under attack in a bio-war just as I declared in 
specific terms on 06 May 20, while the rest of the world was still trying to figure out what 
SARS-CoV-2 and COVID-19 were as an illness causing a “pandemic.” They didn’t 
consider it as an act of war and thus far, it amounts to a fatal mistake. 
 
It also meant that in the context of an evidenced war and regardless of whether the 
population was aware of it or not, there was an expectation backed by a Constitutional 
oath for the U.S. Department of Defense and its military to defend Americans from the 
foreign and domestic enemies engaged in this bio warfare. 
 
That never happened and now we know why. 
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Rather than defending Americans against bio-warfare and the bio war thought mostly to 
be attributable to China, the U.S. Department of Defense was actively engaged in that 
bio war against Americans. 
 
This explains the thoroughly evidenced hostilities against Russia, U.S. DoD bio labs in 
Ukraine, Russia’s military exercises in Ukraine attacking those bio-labs and NATO 
locations, Metabiota, the Biden’s, China, the coup, the “pandemic” and all of the rest of 
it. 
 
Perhaps we should rebrand the U.S Department of Defense as the U.S. Department of 
Offense knowing that we, the American people, are its targets and bio-warfare is its 
attack mode. 
 
I’ve often said that we live in dangerous times. I’m not sure how it gets more dangerous 
than this remembering that beginning in March of 2021, I postulated that when the 
Ukraine/Russia front went directly kinetic with the U.S., Xi Jinping and China will open a 
second front in Taiwan. Therein, Joe Biden will take a predetermined dive to hand us 
over to Red China, Russia and the Globalists. 
 
Maybe people thought that was farfetched despite the nearly 100 articles I wrote 
evidencing it. 
 
Maybe they’ll now think otherwise knowing that the U.S. Department of Defense has 
been the ones conducting this bio war against them. 
 
-End- 
 
But there is more to this crime and in order to understand what has been occurring 
beyond the realm of the public’s understanding.  The report below by Michael Bryant 
speaks to a much deeper issue that led to the U.S. DoD waging Bio-Warfare upon the 
American people. 
 
 

COVID-19: A Global Financial Operation 
 
Like a slow motion pancaking skyscraper demolition in mid-implosion, the “market” 
crash to end all markets is currently underway. There is still time left to evacuate the 
hyper-centralized global financial system collapsing into its own footprint by migrating 
into decentralized local patches both in the digital and analogue realms. 

 
 
The COVID phenomenon cannot be understood without understanding the un-televised 
2019-2020 unprecedented financial collapse threatening the entire global financial 
system. 
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The Covid-19 Pandemic story makes little sense when viewed through the lens of 
health, safety and science. Viewed through the lens of money, power, control, and 
wealth transfer, however, then all of it makes perfect sense. 
 
The lockdowns, mandatory muzzles, anti-social distancing and the plethora of additional 
measures did nothing to protect or improve public health- they were never designed to 
do so. 
 
The numerous mandates birthed by the onset of the Covid-19 scenario were all 
designed to deliberately break the global economy and crush small businesses as well 
as break people’s minds, will and the social fabric, in order to “build back a better 
society” that conforms to the dystopian visions of the psychopaths waging this class 
war. 
 
The desired result is a billionaire’s utopia, in which they will own and control the planet 
in the form of a techno-feudal fiefdom where digitally branded humanity is regulated like 
cattle in a super-surveilled technocracy. 
 
What this manufactured crisis conveniently camouflages is that we are in the midst of a 
planned total economic collapse- a collapse which was inevitable. 
 
The timing of the COVID fraud became necessary as world markets were faced with an 
emergency debt crisis in Fall of 2019 which popped up in formerly mostly liquid markets: 
Repo Markets, Money Markets and Foreign Exchange Markets. 
 
Western governments began a rush to salvage this decaying system, stem this 
cataclysmic landslide, bail out large scale investors and proactively install a security 
infrastructure to control the inevitable social disorder resulting from this collapse. This 
would be followed by a global financial reset, after a period of hyperinflation, destroying 
both the value of debt and the corresponding paper claims. 
 
The financial system was already in an advanced stage of decline by the fall of 2019 as 
illustrated by the Fed taking over the Repo market in September to short-circuit the 
Repocalypse. This collapse began in earnest in 2008/09 and attempts over the last 
decade and a half to salvage this corrupt economic system only delayed the inevitable. 
 
In the Fall of 2019 the crisis began to rapidly unravel again. 
A dramatic decrease in industrial production characterized the banking crisis of August 
2019- the so-called Repo crisis when suddenly banks started to refuse U.S. sovereign 
debt instruments as collateral for overnight loans, forcing the Federal Reserve to step in 
and print money to cover this massive shortage. 
 
The Repo market is where banks borrow money each day so that they have a certain 
percent of liquid assets at the end of each day in order to meet certain fiduciary 
requirements. 
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Around the middle of September the Fed started pumping $10-20 billion per day into the 
Repo market to keep interest rates down so banks could borrow the money to stay in 
business. Even as the Fed was pumping as much $10’s of billions per day into the Repo 
market it was still not enough. 
 
By early March the Fed was pumping $100 billion into the Repo market in order to stem 
this existential crisis. 
 
Simply everyone on Wall Street was loaded with enormous debt and was holding on to 
U.S. cash in order to service this debt, refusing to finance purchases of foreign 
currencies and then U.S. currency as the Repo Market froze at 10% interest on 
overnight Repo loans. U.S. treasury bonds and even U.S. bills were being rejected as 
collateral for Repos. 
 
In March 2020 the liquidity crisis spread from primary dealer markets (TBTF banks and 
Hedge funds were bailed out in September) toward all other stocks, commodities, 
bonds, Collateralized Loan Obligations, Mortgage Backed Securities, Mutual Funds, 
Exchange Traded Funds, as well as various Ponzi schemes such as Structured 
Derivative Products traded on proprietary platforms representing up to several thousand 
trillions of dollars. 
 
When U.S. treasury bonds became illiquid due to exponential growth of public, but 
mostly private, dollar debt, even as the FED was sucking up cash from financial markets 
all hell broke loose. 
 
The entire House of Cards which was falling for six months could not be stopped so 
COVID hysteria was manufactured to cover up to what amounts to $10-15 trillion of 
FED bailout in cash and stock boosts via Permanent Open Market Operations (POMO)- 
a fancy way of saying that the Fed is buying Treasuries, pumping money into the 
financial markets and handing out guarantees of value of collateral used in structured 
derivatives. 
 
The end game, currently in motion, is for the Central Banks (Fed) to buy up all the toxic, 
worthless debt from the hedge funds and banks, including the 1.5 quad trillion of 
derivatives, and then transfer the debt to the treasury as sovereign debt. They will then 
print money to infinity, already fully underway, to service this fictitious debt to sink the 
dollar via hyperinflation and then foreclose on the U.S. and everyone else holding debt 
in worthless dollars. 
 
That’s the coup: global hyperinflation to vaporize the assets of the masses and the 
states in order to hand over public assets to private investors. This allows the ruling 
class to mop up properties (bankrupted small businesses, foreclosed homes etc.) in 
order to stake limitless claims on everything in the world. 
 
The timely arrival of the Covid-19 “emergency” provided the rationale and the 
opportunity to freeze the U.S. banking collapse with massive injections of cash. 
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Somewhere in the neighborhood of $8-10 trillion was paid to U.S. banks up until March 
2020 with an additional $5 trillion in economic stimulus promised by the Fed. 
 
The manufactured perception that there was a global medical emergency, beginning in 
March 2020, was an artifact of mass media manipulation, behavioral conditioning 
techniques and social engineering. All of this was made possible through institutional 
programming and accelerated media messaging disallowing basic cognitive processes 
and eliminating critical thinking possibilities. 
 
With this incessant and overwhelming media drumbeat of the Virus Narrative, and the 
world unified in its response to the ‘Covid Pandemic’, no other stories were permitted to 
exist in the media or the public conscience. 
 
Without any external threat like a ‘Killer Virus’ this massive financial collapse would 
have immediately caused panic and threatened dollar credibility. Without the Covid-19 
smokescreen this widespread Ponzi Scheme and the ongoing historical wealth transfer 
would be seen for what they are- ongoing theft by the financial aristocracy. 
 
THE COVID OPERATION: THE TROJAN HORSE TO USHER IN THE NEW WORLD 
ORDER 
As the “War on Terror” illustrated, these deep events are constructed to exploit as many 
different lines of acquisition as possible. With the “Covid Pandemic” replacing the phony 
“War on Terror” with yet another revamped “worldwide crisis” miraculously morphs into 
a ruling class multi-purpose golden opportunity. 
 
While the immediate necessity was to staunch the bleeding of the global financial 
system many other purposes were and are to be served by this multifaceted operation. 
None of this is accidental. All of this is hidden in plain sight, planned and executed as 
evidenced in multiple tabletop exercises such as “Event 201” and delineated in 
numerous documents such as “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.” 
 
The Covid Operation itself covers many objectives: 
 

1. Pre-emption of and disguising the reasons for the aforementioned economic 
implosion; 

2. Acceleration of the largest upwards transfer of wealth in human history; 
3. Justification for and entrenchment of the Bio-Security State, including AI 

surveillance across multiple sectors of society; 
4. Empowering and enriching the Security State’s counterpart the Big Tech Cartel 

via tracking apps, proliferating and normalizing social media and communication 
platforms as “the middle man” in all walks of life. Moving all social life towards the 
technological imperative- meals ordered via DoorDash, meetings on Zoom, 
increased spending via Visa/MasterCard by ordering goods online with Amazon, 
films via Netflix etc., were all forced onto a gullible and largely compliant world 
public during the Covid tyranny; 
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5. The creation of “The Pandemic” as a financial mechanism. Manufactured 
pandemics have become mammoth investment opportunities that increase the 
wealth of billionaires and further consolidate their power; 

6. Expansion of the public health industry itself into all walks of public and economic 
life. The public health industry is now directly tied to global markets and financial 
conglomerates and has become one of the most critical financial instruments for 
investors; 

7. Creation of an entirely new and lucrative Bio-Medical “health management” 
system in order to introduce and codify an entirely new Bio-Tech medical model 
for the Pharmaceutical Industry with a focus on “revolutionary” uploadable mRNA 
“vaccines”; 

8. Expansion of and normalizing the use of digital IDs, including vaccine passports, 
connecting these to a Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC); a Universal Basic 
Income (UBI) scrip, allowing for the tracking of purchases; medical interventions, 
“lifestyle choices”, etc. “nudging” us towards ‘desired’ behaviors or shutting us 
out of the system altogether as they wish; 

9. A re-organization, privatization and reduction of public services under the 
pretense of making them “more nimble” for “public emergencies”; 

10. Conditioning the public to perpetual “States of Emergency” preparing them for 
the implementation of “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.” 

 
A FINAL WORD 

We are living through the biggest worldwide organized crime since WW2. The scale of 
the deception is too large for even many who consider themselves “in the know” to 
accept or comprehend and remain trapped in some version of the “Covid” merry-go-
round. Others are still asleep or traumatized as the social fabric is being smashed to 
pieces as the world around them is being completely transformed. 
 
The financial elites know that they have run up massive unpayable debts and deficits. 
They know the promises of pensions and benefits cannot be paid. They know the 
system has reached its Waterloo and social unrest is inevitable. 
 
They know they must act rapidly and comprehensively to subvert this inevitable collapse 
in order to protect the financial Leviathan which underpins their capacity to maintain 
power and control. 
 
Put simply, Covid-19 was not a widespread medical emergency, it was a money 
laundering scheme, a massive psychological operation and a smoke screen for a 
complete overhaul and restructuring of the current social and economic world order. 
 
Covid-19, the disease, is nothing more than a disease of ATTRIBUTION. 
 
Covid-19, the media event, was the Trojan Horse constructed to usher in a complete 
transformation of our society. 
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Covid-19TM, the operation, was never an epidemiological event, it is a business model 
meant to increase the portfolios of the super-wealthy. 
 
There is no such thing as “Covid 19” except as a criminal conspiracy. 

 
 
SHARE THIS BECAUSE IF WE DO NOT PUT THE PRESSURE ON OUR ELECTED 
OFFICIALS, THE COUNTRY WILL CEASE TO EXIST OTHER THAN TO BE A THIRD 
WORLD STATE OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER! 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
 

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
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